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Abstract—The cloud has emerged as a successful computing 

paradigm allowing users and organizations to rely on external 

providers for storing and processing their data and making 

them available to others. Undoubtedly, security is one of the 

significant concerns in cloud computing. However, one of the 

major security concerns is to protect against network 

intrusions that affect confidentiality, availability and integrity 

Cloud resources and offered services.  In this paper, we present 

a new framework, that allows collaboration between Hybrid 

Intrusion Detection System (Hy-IDS), Firewalls and Mobile 

Agents. Deploying security mechanisms in cloud computing 

environment to detect and stop intrusion attempts through our 

framework. However, the security mechanisms unfolds in four 

phases: using mobile agents in a virtual environment to collect 

malicious data in order to detect intrusions. Then, generation 

of appropriate response actions local and remote from 

malicious data, which were collected in the first phase. In 

addition, dynamic deployment of response actions through 

virtual or physical firewall. Finally, dynamic deployment of 

updates in cloud computing based on mobile agents. Therefore, 

the collaborative framework of security management could 

identify and address new distributed attacks more quickly and 

effectively 

Keywords— cloud computing, confidentiality, firewall, 

Mobile Agents, security. 

I.  Introduction 
Today, many organizations have begun to upload their 

vast quantity of essential information into public cloud. 
Nevertheless, the sensitive information uploaded into public 
cloud [1] is vulnerable to security risks such as availability, 
confidentiality and integrity of those organizations. 
Wherefore, the uninterrupted service of cloud technology 
attracts the intruders to gain access and misuse resources 
and services provided by Cloud service provider [2]. The 
anomaly or intrusion may be an attack to end user’s private 
data, CPU utilization, bandwidth usage, processing power 
and storage capacity of the cloud system. Then, to protect 
the user’s data and cloud resources from malicious 
activities, intrusion detection systems, firewall and mobile 
agents are the only permanent solutions [3]. Firewall is not 
suitable for detecting insider attacks. Some of the Denial of 
Service attacks, Distributed Denial of Service attacks and 
insider attacks are too complex to detect with firewall. In 
addition, a traditional network-based or host-based intrusion 
detection system does not suit virtual cloud environment [4]. 
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In order to protect the cloud-computing environment, it 
is necessary to develop an anomaly detection component, 
which is suitable for detecting and reacting promptly to 
cyber threats in cloud computing systems [5]. Organizations 
are increasingly aware that they are likely to suffer a cyber-
attack at any time, and that responding to the incident may 
cost them a considerable sum of money. However, the 
provider must protect and react promptly to cyber threats. 
Whether an attack is external or internal, most providers will 
focus on getting their firms back up and running. However, 
a robust response would also include an effective strategy to 
understand the nature of the incident and preserve evidence 
as to how the breach occurred, how they were able to bypass 
your cloud's controls and who was responsible. 
Understanding the incident provides a platform for enhanced 
security now and into the future. Nevertheless, if a cluster is 
infected, we could protect the other clusters the same 
attacks. Providers should have a combined approach of 
containing the breach, removing the threat, resuming the 
overall service and investigating the attack to learn from it 
and prevent it from happening again. The problem is these 
responses tend to remain quite separate, and we find that 
most of individual clients and organizations lack experience 
in evidence preservation, especially if the breach involves 
cloud service providers. Consequently, any recovery process 
undertaken by the victim organization, threatens to trample 
on important evidence that could be used to discover the 
details of the breach. However, to overcome this problem, 
we propose an intelligent framework, which is based on 
collaboration of Hybrid Intrusion Detection System (Hy-
IDS), Firewalls and Mobile Agents [6][7][8]. Therefore, it 
allows reaching the following aims or objectives: detection 
intrusion in a virtual environment using mobile agents for 
collecting malicious data, generating new signatures from 
malicious data, which were collected in the first phase. 
Then, dynamic deployment of remote response actions using 
virtual firewall, dynamic deployment of updates between 
clusters in a cloud computing. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The 
section II presents theoretical background and discusses 
some related works. The section III forms the core of this 
paper explains and describes in detail our approach. 
Whereas the proposed framework is discussed in section IV. 
Finally, we give conclusion, perspective and references in 
section V.  

II. Theoretical Background 
Cloud service providers have to ensure that the cloud 

infrastructure and services provided are safe and secure. 
Besides, they have to assure that the consumers’ data are 
protected unless and otherwise they use strong passwords 
and authentication mechanism. Trusting a cloud system 
depends strongly on the deployment model, as governance 
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of data and applications are outsourced and are out of user’s 
control. Since the cloud service makes the accessibility of 
the data with any network devices such as public computers 
and mobile devices, this facility sometimes makes the 
situation still worse because some devices do not have the 
required level of security. Because of this increased 
exposure of the user’s data, the security concern increases 
[9]. This may creates problems such as Loss of control, Lack 
of trust (mechanisms) and Multi-tenancy [10]. 

The Mobile Agent has its applications in many areas 
including network management, mobile computing, 
information monitoring, searching information, remote 
software management and others. Mobile Agents enhance 
the performance in these areas by providing the following 
services [6]: there are efficiency and reduction of network 
traffic, interaction with real-time entities, life cycle of 
mobile agent and convenient development paradigm. 

A firewall is a software and/or hardware, which allows 
enforcing network security policy; it defines what types of 
communication allowed on this computer network. The 
main disadvantage of a firewall is that it cannot fully protect 
the network and subnet from attacks from the inside; it is 
unable to stop internal attacks [13][14]. However, the 
firewall provides the benefit of added security to strengthen 
a network when used in conjunction with an IDS/IPS [15]. 
Intrusion detection system is such a security model which 
examines the packet over the network and identifies the 
threats in the network [11]. IDS has been evolved from 
firewalls. Simply, firewalls are the predecessor of IDS. Even 
though firewall provides security, it has many shortcomings 
[12]. 

III. Trusted framework based on 
hy-ids and firewalling to improve 

security in cloud computing 
Our designed dynamic network security architecture for 

IaaS platforms is based on the mechanisms of host 
investigation and policy management, security supporting 
services, and accords to the P2DR ( Policy, Protection, 
Detection, and Response) framework and architecture. In 
our previous work, we presented an approach based on the 
improvement of collaboration among Hybrid Intrusion 
Detection System (Hy-IDS), Responses Generation 
Algorithm (RGA), Mobile Agents (MA). Then, we 
developed the attack detection concepts. However, we will 
focus more on the responses to attacks. It is not easily to 
detect the strong attacks, from where mitigating this threat 
requires greater intelligence on attacks and specialist 
resources in response to detection of an incident or threat. In 
addition, we start with the components of our framework, 
and their manner of reacting against attacks. 

A. Our proposed hybrid framework on 
cloud computing 
The collaborative framework proposed is based on 

Hybrid Intrusion Detection System (Hy-IDS), Mobile 
Agents and Firewalls. Therefore, our hybrid intrusion 
detection system consists of three types of IDS namely 
Intrusion Detection System Control (IDS-C), Intrusion 
Detection System center (IDS-Cr) and Intrusion Detection 

System Master (IDS-M), which are dispatched in the 
strategic security points of cloud. 

 IDS-C: VMs are further managed by hypervisors, 
also known as Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) and 
are basically installed on server hardware (Node 
Controller “NC”). Thus, as shown in figure 1, we 
use VMM in our framework to ensure a new level of 
trust in the VMs. Then, we place the components of 
IDS-C at the level of nodes (physical server) for 
monitoring virtual machines. However, we place 
specific static agent detectors (SA) at the level of 
VMs. Our IDS-C is based on the cooperation of IDS 
with the living environment of mobile agents named 
Agents Agency (AA).  

 IDS-Cr: it is installed in the front-end Cluster 
(Cluster Controller “CC”) for the monitoring of 
nodes. In addition, it generates new signatures. It 
consists of an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and 
Responses Generation Algorithm (RGA).  

 IDS-M: it is placed in the front-end Cloud (Cloud 
Controller “CLC”) for the monitoring of Clusters 
and Management of Update (new signatures). The 
IDS-M is based on Intrusion Detection System 
(IDS) and Living Environment of Mobile Agents 
named Agents Agency (AA). 

Cloud Controller is a network area that includes many 
cluster control domains. As shown in figure 1, it is equipped 
by an Intrusion Detection System Master IDS-M. IDS-M is 
responsible for distributing security patches or updating 
related security software in its administrative cloud 
computing domain. Cluster Controller (CC) is a trusted 
network area identified by an Intrusion Detection System 
Center (IDS-Cr). However, the IDS-Cr is a programmable 
node that can manage and control security systems, such as 
detect a breach of security, and the system response to the 
attacks. In addition, the IDS-Cr makes a decision about the 
security policy and distributes it to the security systems 
within its cluster control domain. It controls dynamic 
deployment of active security module in its domain. The 
IDS-Cr or The IDS-M is an active node that can adapt itself 
to different states in runtime. It can dynamically change its 
own functions. Finally, domain of protected nodes (NC) is 
composed of several classic nodes as physical servers and 
databases, which will be monitored and managed by IDS-C. 

B. Intrusion detection system in cloud 
computing environment 
We discuss the functioning of our framework based on 

figure 4. When the attacking host initiates an attack from 
external network, the framework reacts as depicted below: 

Static Agent placed in VM will send an alert message to 
IDS-C. Then, IDS-C uses Investigative Mobile Agents 
(IMA) for collecting evidences of attack from all the 
attacked VMs for further analysis and auditing. In the case 
of an attack, IDS-C aggregate malicious data, then placing 
them in its temporary database. In order to present an initial 
protection, IDS-C executes initial local responses in virtual 
firewall, which is placed over hypervisor [16]. In addition, 
IDS-C generates Transfer Mobile Agents (TMA) for 
notifying IDS-Cr placed in the Front-end cluster. Moreover, 
IDS-Cr dispatches Investigative Mobile Agents to any IDS-
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Cs those send TMA for aggregation and collection of their 
malicious data from the database temporarily. 

As part of expecting the unexpected, customers need to 
plan for the possibility of cloud provider security breaches 
or user misbehavior. An automated response on at least 

automated notification is the best solution for this purpose. 
In order to control and allow easy and dynamic deployment 
of the active actions response. We propose a logical 
architecture, which permit to detect intrusions and reacting 
promptly to cyber threats. 
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Figure 1.  Collaborative trust framework in cloud computing 

C. Reacting promptly to cyber threats 
You will need to formulate a plan to have a good 

security policy. Therefore, we believe organizations need to 
ensure each of the responses (containment, eradication, 
restoration and investigation) are a priority and form part of 
a considered response strategy. In addition, achieving that 
takes careful preparation and a comprehensive incident 
response plan. In formulating an effective plan of our 
framework, we would suggest at a minimum the following: 

 Analysis of the incident to identify the method of 
compromise and prevent further spread. Identify the 
root cause of the opportunity for the method of 
compromise and develop plans for remediation of 
security vulnerabilities discovered. 

 Effective planning for business recovery that 
minimises downtime in the event of an incident. 
Investigate what information was placed at risk, 
what evidence is available/preserved and the 
implications the unauthorised access. 

 Continual proactive testing of all elements ensures 
the strategic response planning remains relevant and 
fit for purpose. 

It is only with a transparent, comprehensive plan in place 
that your organization can respond promptly, effectively to 
the rapidly evolving threat landscape and thereby freeing 
your business to grow, transform and expand [17]. 

D. Using IDS-Cr to Process Global 
Action Responses 
If there is an attack detection, IDS-Cr receives report 

form IDS-C; this report provides a global picture of the data 

stream. Then, it uses IMA to recover malicious data from 
Database Temporary (DBT) existing in IDS-C.  

1) Responses generation algorithm 

 In figure 2, different malicious data retrieved by the 
IMA, are given as input to Responses Generation algorithm 
(e,g: Apriori algorithm, Signature Apriori Algorithm) [18].  
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Figure 2.  Processing of new responses of attacks 

However, it searches the space of all possible patterns 
for rules that meet the user-specified support and confidence 
thresholds. As an output, it generates new global actions 
response like rule or signature, which will be used by NIDS 
and Firewall [19]. A Responses Generation Algorithm may 
result in a large number of rules, which may turn out to be 
unusable or inapplicable for analysis. Further, some rules 
may have no benefit on firewall action such as repeated 
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rules or rules, which does not yield any action. As a result, 
these rules are filtered for further analysis. The major 
objective is to generalize specific and unique rules to more 
general rules. 

2) Control management component 

 It performs an initial check each new arrived security 
function or response to an attack. If these responses to 
attacks passes this checked, they are stored in Global Action 
Response. Then, it divides the security responses in two 
types: Local Action Response and Network Action 
Response (remotely). A security function or response to an 
attack could for example include signature detection 
functionality, anomaly detection algorithms or any kind of 
security action. 

3) Local response component 

The local or node security responses present a set of 
local response actions to attacks (e.g., disable the user 
account, install filtering rules, modify a host's policy, kill 
processes and connections and connections associated with 
attacks). They are based on the attack type and local policy 
constraints. We use local action response to ensure security 
management in hypervisor-based virtualization. Hypervisor 
is management tools and it is building a trust zone around 
hardware and the VMs. Other available Virtual Machines 
are under the probation of the hypervisor, and they could 
rely on it. The users are trusting that administrators will do 
what they can to do provide security to their virtual 
Machines. It presented in figure 3, by Protection of a Node. 
Therefore, our aim is to block the attacks near of their 
sources. Consequently, security policy will unfold in three 
phases namely: firstly, Protection of a Node, then Protection 
of Cluster and finally protection of cloud. The first is 
assured by responses local, which are created by IDS-Cr. 
However, protection of cluster and cloud is assured by 
Network Reponses, which will be presented as follow. 

 

Figure 3.  Progress of responses to attacks in cloud 

4) Network response component 

 Then network security response to an attack. They are 
deployed and executed on the network. In order to 
dynamically deploy these responses, we use mobile agents 
that allow dynamic deployment of new programs into the 
network. With mobile agents in place, we can dynamically 
deploy the network security responses into the network 
whenever an attack is suspected. Nodes on the network in 

the cluster receive and execute the security responses, and 
possibly return values or forward it along the others nodes. 
The network security responses are deployed into the 
network and reprogram nodes, firewall, intrusion prevention 
system and routers. However, they can do more than that. 
They can update components of the security system node 
and keep it up to date about new attack signatures. 

As shown in Figure 4, after the generation of local and 
network responses, IDS-Cr deploy the network responses in 
the physical firewall-cluster, which used to protect the 
cluster. In addition, it sent back the rectified local responses 
to virtual firewall over the hypervisor. Then, it sent the new 
network responses to cloud controller (IDS-M). Therefore, 
IDS-M prepares the network responses in the form of 
updates. Then, using the Update mobile agent to implement 
the new rules in physique firewall cloud. Thereafter, 
deploying update intra-domain of clusters and intra-domain 
of nodes. 

IV. Discussion 
For ensure a high level of trust in cloud computing, we 

propose a new framework based on cooperative of Hy- IDS, 
and mobile agents, which will be combined with firewalls. It 
has allowed us to achieve three objectives, namely: intrusion 
detection at the front-end as well as the back-end in Cloud 
environment. Then, using malicious data to generate new 
signatures and responses actions, which will be used by 
NIDS and Firewalls. In addition, dynamic deployment of 
updates in clusters of cloud. IDS-M sends the new actions of 
responses to physical and virtual firewall. Therefore, making 
use of VF at VM-level will help the VM customers to 
enhance the VM security during migration and protect them 
against attacks on the hypervisor. Thus, by using technology 
at their own disposal it is possible to create secure 
environment for VM migrations. Often misconfiguration 
leads to administrators’ lack of motivation. However, in case 
of false or incomplete rule, the firewall can produce 
incorrect behavior. To overcome this issue, we could make 
the configuration automatic and dynamic of our virtual 
firewall, based on the updates sent by IDS-M. Provider 
could provide firewall-as-a-service and managed firewall to 
customers who do not have the necessary resources of 
security. Outstanding scalability is another strong point for 
this framework. If there is a migration of a VM from its 
server machine to another one, it is still possible to perform 
intrusion detection because our IMA can migrate just like 
VMs. Therefore, this is the strength of our framework, 
which gives the IDS and NIDS great scalability and 
flexibility. Therefore, we have met almost all the mentioned 
challenges in our framework. 

V. Conclusions and future 
works 

Cloud Computing is undergoing an incontestable 
success, which could be indeed compromised by concerns 
about the risks related to potential misuse of this model 
aimed at conducting illegal activities. There is a major need 
of bringing security, transparency and reliability in cloud 
model for client satisfaction. Therefore, we have presented 
security issues for model infrastructure as a service (IaaS) in 
cloud computing. As presented in this paper, communication 
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between VMs, storage, virtualization, and networks are the 
biggest security concerns in Cloud. Therefore, we propose 
an intelligent framework to secure them. It is based on the 
collaboration of the IDS-C, IDS-Cr, IDS-M, Firewalls and 
Mobile agents. As mentioned previously, mobile agents are 
used in our framework to investigate VMs, to transfer 
malicious data and exchange of update between different 
clusters in cloud. In addition, using mobile agents to conduct 

investigations of attacks without human intervention, learn a 
system to recognize new patterns of attacks. Therefore, this 
framework has several advantages. Then, it can be 
considered as an effective solution for the detection of 
intrusion into cloud computing. Thus, it will be used to 
protect people and property against risks of intrusion and 
aggression.
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Figure 4.  Principle of our framework
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